called “Good Samaritan” laws (e.g., Earle v. State, 180 Vt. 284 (2006)) – probably for lack of a suitable antonym. Before he died earlier this year, Joe Paterno positioned himself to solve this problem. Paterno, for many years the famous head coach of the Penn State University football team, resolutely – and with awful effectiveness – withheld help from the children who were being molested by his assistant Jerry Sandusky. “Bad Paterno,” then, would be a sensible antonym for “Good Samaritan,” at least for the purpose of distinguishing between laws that impose liability on bad non-doers and laws that limit liability for do-gooders. It would be not only a useful legal term but also an appropriate legacy. Compare LUKE 10:25-37 (the lawyer and the parable of the good Samaritan), with Freeh Sporkin & Sullivan, LLP, Report of the Special Investigative Counsel Regarding the Actions of The Pennsylvania State University Related to the Child Sexual Abuse Committed by Gerald A. Sandusky, July 12, 2012, at 14-17.

**MR. JUSTICE PRECEDENT**

Edward Gordon passed along the following entertaining supplement to his article about the murals painted by Boardman Robinson for the U.S. Department of Justice. The Art of Justice or Queen for a Day, 15 GREEN BAG 2D 149 (2012). Commenting on our treatment of Robinson’s work, Gordon told us:

The [mural] showing the portrait of John Marshall is cropped and doesn’t show it, but in it Robinson painted a male bust set on a table. According to the *Washington Post* (Nov. 11, 1937), “The figure has a very sour face, mouth drooping at the corner and a pair of eyes radiating acid. . . . ‘That,’ said Robinson with a lusty laugh, ‘is the venerable Mr. Justice Precedent.’”